CORPORATE BENEFITS
GUIDE 2019
This brief Corporate Benefits Guide 2019 is intended for HR and IT Managers to understand
the current (September 2019) Corporate Benefits being offered in the Thai (Bangkok)
market. Note that these benefits are primarily for permanent positions.
These benefits are primarily for mid-level to staff “standard corporate benefits”. For
Executive and more senior positions a different set of benefits will be required to get
the best talent. Whatever the level, attractive, and (very importantly), creative corporate
benefits
As anyone in the IT market knows demand outstrips supply by a large margin - it is
crucial therefore to get your Corporate benefits positioning right from the outset in
order to attract quality candidates.

Standard Corporate Benefits
Beyond salary (IT Roles Salary Guide September 2019), corporate benefits demonstrate
to the entire staff the company’s intent towards its people. One concept that needs
to be understood is the reality of one-to-many | many-to-one. Everyone in the company is an individual from CEO to the Board of Directors, to the sales, support, HR, and IT
staff, the cleaning staff and drivers - everyone is an individual.
So, what are the current “standard” corporate benefits:
• Company Bonus - varies from company to company. Average in large organizations is three months minimum. Depending on scarcity of role/staff may rise to six
months.
• Car allowance, free parking, and mobile phone allowance.
• Health Insurance - again, considerable variance, but typically covers in-patient and
outpatient to various monetary levels equivalent generally to cover basic illnesses.
• Health Check-up - tied into health insurance usually takes the form of two checkups per annum.
• Provident Fund - generally only larger enterprise-level organizations offer this; and
among them there is considerable variation in benefits offered.
• Annual Leave - minimum for most staff with any longevity is 14 days
• Company Trips - not standard but common.
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Now we’ve discussed the standard corporate benefits offered by most large enterprise
organizations in Thailand, let’s look beyond that and consider how to make your
organization really stand out from the crowd. The purpose of this is two-fold:
1. By using these benefits you will attract the best of the best
2. By using these benefits you will keep the best of the best.

Non-Standard Corporate Benefits
•

A six hour working day instead of an eight hour working day. This is dramatic, but will
impact productivity in a way you wouldn’t expect i.e. productivity will increase.
• Prior to onboarding, outline an individual holistic training program: This is a gamechanger for most staff. Ensure the training happens during company time and not
on the employees time. Training should cover a wide range of skills and learning from
role-specific to more general skills; soft skills, managing personal finance, wrting,
public speaking, all will impact your people in a positive way. Nothing demosntrates
committment to staff better than investing in them.
• Proactive wellness management. It should go without saying but a wellness program
promoting a healthy lifestyle will have massive benefits. Reduced sick leave, and more
energy from all staff.
• Shares in the company. Gain buy-in from your staff by making them co-owners of
your business. Even 1 share makes a difference.
• Assistance with buying property i.e. mortgage guarantor. Many of your staff
• Dental care insurance - this can be capped to include standard checkups only but
could also be extended to full care.
The above examples of how to differentiate your organization by using non-standard
employee benefits are derived from actual cases where they have been implemented.
Not all of them in one place although the company that did that would probably be a
leading organization; and certainly have the most loyal staff of any company in Thailand.
We hope you enjoyed this guide and please do let us know any non-standard employee
benefits that you use to drive employee acquisition and retention.
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